We investigate multi-point algebraic geometric codes defined from curves related to the generalized Hermitian curve introduced by Bassa et al. Our main result is to find a basis of the Riemann-Roch space of a series of divisors, which can be used to construct multi-point codes explicitly. These codes turn out to have nice properties similar to those of Hermitian codes, for example, they are easy to describe, to encode and decode. It is shown that the duals are also such codes and an explicit formula is given. In particular, this formula enables one to calculate the parameters of these codes. Finally, we apply our results to obtain linear codes attaining new records on the parameters. A new record-giving [234, 141, ≥ 59]-code over F 27 is presented as one of the examples.
I. INTRODUCTION
G OPPA constructed error-correcting linear codes by using tools from Algebraic Geometry: a non-singular, projective, geometrically irreducible, algebraic curve X of genus g defined over F q , the finite field with q elements, and two rational divisors D and G on X . These divisors are chosen in such a way that they have disjoint supports and D equals to a sum of pairwise distinct rational places, say D = P 1 +. . .+ P n . The algebraic geometric code is defined as C(X , D, G) := {( f (P 1 ), f (P 2 ), . . . , f (P n ))| f ∈ L(G)}, where L(G) denotes the Riemann-Roch space associated to G, see [1] and [2] as general references for all facts concerning algebraic geometric codes and function fields.
One of the main features of Goppa's construction is that the minimum distance is bounded from below, whereas in general there is no lower bound available on the minimum distance of a code. The parameters of an algebraic geometric code are strictly dependent on the curve chosen in the construction. If the curve possesses additional nice properties, one can hope that the corresponding algebraic geometric code also has nice properties. Algebraic geometric codes would advantage one to give an asymptotically good sequence of codes with parameters better than the Varshamov- Gilbert certain range of the rate and for large enough alphabets [1] , [2] . Some comprehensive applications of algebraic geometric codes can be found in [3] . The most studied codes are probably those arising from the Hermitian curve [1] , [4] . The advantage of these codes is that the codes are easy to describe and to encode and decode. Moreover, these codes often have excellent parameters.
One-point codes on Hermitian curves were well-studied in the literature, and efficient methods to decode them were known [1] , [5] - [7] . The minimum distance of Hermitian two-point codes had been first determined by Homma and Kim [8] - [11] . The explicit formulas for the dual minimum distance of such codes were given by Park [12] . More recently, Hermitian codes from higher-degree places had been considered in [13] . The dual minimum distance of many three-point codes from Hermitian curves was computed in [14] , by extending a recent and powerful approach by Couvreur [15] . S. Bulygin investigated one-point codes from the generalized Hermitian curves proposed by Garcia and Stichtenoth; and calculated some parameters of these codes [16] . Some generalizations of these codes were studied by Munuera et al. [17] .
In this paper we investigate multi-point codes from the other generalized Hermitian curves. Let q be a prime power, F q c be the finite field of order q c , with c 2, and a, b be two relatively prime positive numbers such that a + b = c. We are interested in algebraic geometric codes obtained from the non-singular model X over F q c of the plane curve
which was introduced by Bassa et al. [18] . Using Equation (1), they constructed towers of curves of large genera over F q c which are optimal in the sense that they asymptotically attain the Drinfeld-Vlǎduţ bound. For c = 2, a = b = 1 this is exactly the Hermitian curve over F q 2 . To see this, we replace x y by z in Equation (1); then
which is the usual definition of Hermitian curve [1] . Our consideration is the special case with c = 3, a = 1, b = 2.
According to the paper [18] , we introduce four divisors as follows:
2) V := (x = 0, y = ∞), the divisor consisting of all the places at infinity on the y-axis, which can be written as V = μ V μ , where V μ := (x = 0, y = ∞, x q y q+1 = μ) represents a rational place in V and μ q−1 = −1 when q is even; 3) Q := (x = ∞, y = ∞), which contains a unique rational place just in case q is odd; 4) P := (x = 0, y = 0), the origin of the curve. The divisors D, V , Q and P contain all the rational places on the curve above. We define the algebraic geometric codes over F q 3 of even characteristic
which are highly similar to the Hermitian codes. Also, we study the multi-point codes over F q 3 of arbitrary characteristic C r,s,t = C(X , D, r Q + s P + tV ).
To construct these codes, we find a basis for the Riemann-Roch space L(r P + s Q + tV ) by using Pick's theorem. We use Goppa bound and order bound to estimate the distances of these codes. It turns out that some such codes attain new record values on the parameters. By direct computation, a [234, 141, 59]-code over F 27 is presented as one of the examples.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some arithmetic properties of the curve (1) . The properties of the codes C r and C r,s,t are presented in Section 3 and Section 4 respectively.
II. THE ARITHMETIC PROPERTIES OF THE CURVE
We follow the notations in Section 1. Let q be a power of a prime and F q 3 be a finite field of cardinality q 3 . In this section we study the curve X over F q 3
By the transformation (x, y) → (1/y, 1/x), we obtain
Observe that for all α ∈ F * q 3 , there exist exactly q 2 distinct elements β ∈ F * q 3 with
So there is a unique place D α,β of degree one such that
Furthermore, the degree of the divisor D :
Let P := (x = 0, y = 0), Q := (x = ∞, y = ∞), V := (x = 0, y = ∞) be the divisors of the curve X over F q 3 . Actually, P is a rational place. Let F q 3 (X ) be the function field of X over F q 3 
the divisor of f . For a rational place R, we denote by v R ( f ) the valuation of f with respect to R. Given a divisor G on X defined over F q 3 , let L(G) denote the Riemann-Roch space over F q 3 consisting of functions f ∈ F q 3 (X ) with ( f )+G 0 and the zero function.
Proposition 1:
The assertions 1), 2), and 3) are shown in [18] .
4) The equation v P (x −q 2 y) = 0 is clear by using assertion 2). It is easy to show that v P ( y q
We have described the rational places on the curve X in Section 1. The following corollary gives a simple explanation.
Corollary 2: All the rational places on the curve are the following: D α,β , P, Q δ , if q is odd; and D α,β , P, V μ , if q is even.
Proof: We see that all the rational places are contained in the divisors D, P, Q and V . By Proposition 1, the divisor P is clearly a rational place. Note that the equation μ q−1 = −1 has q − 1 distinct roots in F q 3 for even q while it has no root for odd q. So Proposition 1 implies that the divisor V can be written
Not all the roots of the equation δ q +δ = 1 are contained in F q 3 . If δ + δ q = 1, then δ q + δ q 2 = 1, and δ q 2 −1 = 1. It gives δ ∈ F * q 3 ∩F * q 2 = F * q . Now the equation above becomes 2δ = 1. Hence, it has exactly one root in F q 3 if q is odd, and no root if q is even. Therefore, the unique rational place in Q can be written as Q δ := (x = ∞, y = ∞, x −1 y q = 1/2). Now we come to determine the basis of the Riemann-Roch space L(r Q + s P + tV ). A particularly favorable feature of Hermitian curves is that one can explicitly write a monomial basis for the Riemann-Roch space of a two-point divisor. This is the reason that Hermitian codes are easy to encode and decode. Since the curve X generalizes the Hermitian curves, we can expect to obtain a monomial basis of L(r Q +s P +tV ). The following proposition is the main result of this paper which can be applied to encoding multi-point codes.
Proposition 3: The elements
We observe that determining the dimension of the Riemann-Roch space is equivalent to calculating the number of lattice points in some region. So our problem becomes a point-counting problem. The proof of the proposition will be given after some preparations.
Lemma 4: Suppose that A = (x 1 , y 1 ), B = (x 2 , y 2 ) are two lattice points on the plane line l r 0 : ax + by = r 0 , where a and b are two integers and coprime; l A , l B are two lines pass through A, B respectively and parallel to each other; then for every plane line l r : ax +by = r paralleling to l r 0 , the number #σ r of the lattice points within the segment σ r of l r between l A , l B is a constant |x 2 −x 1 | |b| = |y 2 −y 1 | |a| . (The lattice points contained in σ r are illustrated in Fig. 1 . The reader shall be careful that we only count once if both two end-points of the segment are lattice points).
Proof: It is well known that the equation of l r has integer solutions if and only if r is divisible by the greatest common factor of a and b [19] , [20] . Since a and b are coprime, there are two integers x and y such that ax + by = 1. Hence, ar 0 x + br 0 y = r 0 . So we find a lattice point (x 0 , y 0 ) := (r 0 x , r 0 y ) on the line l r .
We claim that the set of all lattice points on the plane line l r is exactly {(x 0 + tb, y 0 − ta)|t ∈ Z}. Clearly, (x 0 + tb, y 0 − ta) satisfies the equation of l r . Conversely, if (x, y) ∈ l r is another lattice point, then
Since a and b are coprime, we get a|(y − y 0 ) and b|(x − x 0 ).
Let C = (x 3 , y 3 ) and D = (x 4 , y 4 ) be two end-points of the segment σ r . Note that the horizontal distance |x 3 − x 4 | between C and D is a constant. Moreover, the minimal horizontal distance between two distinct lattice points on σ r is also a constant b. So the number #σ r is independent of r . Therefore, we only need to find out all the lattice points on the segment σ r 0 . We see that all the lattice points on σ r 0 are
|a| , which implies the lemma. Proposition 5: 2) The elements x i y j with (i, j ) ∈ s P form a basis of L(s P), where
3) The elements
Proof: We prove only the first assertion of this proposition. The other conclusions can be deduced similarly. Proposition 1 implies
Thus, x i y j ∈ L(r Q) if and only if 0 (q + 1)i − q j, 0 i + q 2 j , and qi + j r . Hence, all the elements in
Similar to the proof of the above lemma, we assume (i, j ) ∈ r Q , then the valuation of x i y j at the place P is i + q 2 j . The element x k y l with the same valuation at P satisfies
By definition,
Hence, (k, l) is outside the set r Q for λ = 0. It follows that all the elements in x i y j |(i, j ) ∈ r Q have different valuations at the place P, therefore they are linearly independent. To complete the proof, we only need to show that the number # r Q of the set r Q is exactly the dimension of L(r Q) for every r 0.
As shown in Fig. 2 , we let A = (q 2 − q, q 2 − 1), B = (q 2 , −1), and O = (0, 0). Denote by l A and l B the parallel lines (q + 1)i − q j = 0 and (q + 1)i − q j = q 3 + q 2 + q respectively; and denote by C and D the intersection points of the line l r : qi + j = r and the parallel lines l A , l B . By definition, the set r 0 Q contains exactly the lattice points in the trapezoid O B DC except the edge B D. Applying Pick's Theorem [21] , [22] , the number I of the lattice points in the interior located in the triangle O AB can be calculated by the formula
where S is the area of the triangle O AB, and M is the number of lattice points on the boundary. Let r 0 := q 3 − 1. The equation of the line AB is l r 0 : qi + j = r 0 . Note that the lattice points in r 0 Q are those in the triangle O AB except the vertex B. Hence, we have
It follows from the proof of Lemma 4 that all the lattice points on the segment O A are (0, 0) = O, (q, q + 1) , (2q, 2(q + 1)) , (3q, 3(q + 1)) , . . . ,
and those on the segment AB are
Moreover, there is no lattice point on the segment O B except the end-points. Hence, M = 2q. By direct computation, we find S = (q 2 − 1/q)q 2 /2 = q 4 /2 − q/2. This implies
On the other hand, since deg(r 0 Q) = q 4 − q > q 4 − 3q = 2g − 2, by the Riemann-Roch Theorem, we obtain Note that the set consisting of the lattice points on the segment
It remains to consider the case r < r 0 . Since the lattice
Sum both sides of Equation (6) . Then # r 0 Q dim L(r 0 Q). Moreover, Equation (5) implies that the equality holds in (6) for r r 0 . So we conclude that # r Q = dim L(r Q) for r r 0 .
Corollary 6: The elements x i y j with (i, j ) ∈ r Q form a basis of L(r Q), where
Proof: As the statement in the proof of Proposition 5, all the elements in x i y j |(i, j ) ∈ r Q are contained in L(r Q).
According to [18] , the polynomial
is irreducible. Then 1, y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y q 2 −1 are linearly independent over F q 3 (x) . So all the elements contained in {x i y j |(i, j ) ∈ r Q } are linearly independent over F q 3 . Denote the number of the lattice point set r Q by # r Q . It is sufficient to show that # r Q = # r Q . From Fig. 3 , we see that r Q (resp. Now we are in a position to give the proof of Proposition 3.
Proof of Proposition 3: As shown in Fig. 4 , we have
The Riemann-Roch Theorem implies # r,s,t = dim L(r Q + s P + tV ).
As the statement in the proof of Proposition 5, we find that x i y j |(i, j ) ∈ r,s,t is a basis of L(r Q + s P + tV ).
We remark that our method in the proof above can be applied to determining the basis of L(r Q + s P + tV ) on the curve (1) with a = 1, b = c − 1.
III. THE CODE C(X , D + P + V, r Q)
Let E := D + P + V . Throughout this section, we assume that q is even. Then the divisor V consists of rational places by Corollary 2. We study the linear code
The length of C r is n 1 
. It is well known that the dimension of an algebraic geometric code C(X , E, G) is given by
Let R 1 := (n 1 + 2g − 2)/q = q 4 + q 3 − q − 2. For r > R 1 , the Riemann-Roch Theorem and Equation (7) yield
Hence C r = F n 1 q 3 in this case which is trivial. So we should only consider the case 0 r R 1 .
Definition 7: Two codes C 1 , C 2 ⊆ F n q 3 are said to be equivalent if there is a vector a = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) ∈ (F * q 3 ) n such that C 2 = a · C 1 ; i.e., C 2 = {(a 1 c 1 , a 2 c 2 , . . . , a n c n )|(c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n ) ∈ C 1 } .
Denote by C ⊥ the dual of C. The code C is called self-dual
We need the following lemma which is shown in [1] . Lemma 8 [1] : Let η be a Weil differential such that v P i (η) = −1 for i = 1, . . . , n. Then the dual of C(X , D, G) is equivalent to the code C(X , D, D −G +div(η)). Furthermore, denote by res P (η) the residue of η at P, then each vector in C(X , D, G) ⊥ can be written as
Proposition 9: The dual of C r is
Hence C r is self-orthogonal if 2r R 1 , and C r is self-dual for r = R 1 /2.
Proof: Proposition 1 shows
Consider the element
Then t is a prime element for all places D α,β , and its divisor is
The differential dt has the divisor
where we use the formula Diff(F/K (x)) = (q 3 +q−2)Q+qV according to [18] . Let η := dt/t be a Weil differential. The divisor of η is
Clearly, the Weil differential η satisfies the condition in Lemma 8; therefore the dual C ⊥ r of C r is equivalent to
It remains to show that res P (η) = 1, for cases P = P, P = D α,β , and P = V μ . Only the last case P = V μ is non-trivial. Define z := x y. Then z is prime at V μ and its divisor is
By Equation (3),
Replacing x y by z, we get
The differential of Equation (8) is
This implies
By Proposition 1, we obtain
Then the following holds:
1) The dimension of C r is given by
By Proposition 6 and Equation (7), we get
For q 4 − q + 1 r q 4 + q 3 − q − 2, we set s := q 4 + q 3 − q − 2 − r , then
2) The inequality d q(q 4 − q + 1 − r ) follows from Goppa bound.
Proof: 1) Choose t distinct elements α 1 , . . . , α t ∈ F * q 3 , and consider the element
Note that the element z has exactly q 2 t distinct zeros D α i ,β of degree one, so the weight of the corresponding codeword ev D (z) ∈ C r is q(q 4 − q + 1 − qt). 2) Fix an element β ∈ F * q 3 , and consider z := x(y − β).
By the strict triangle inequality, we have
where D β denotes the divisor D β := α D α,β with α, β satisfying Equation (4). The degree of D β is deg(D β ) = q 2 . We find the divisor of z is
3) Let β ∈ F * q 3 , and A be the set {α|(α, β) ∈ D β be the solution of Equation (4) }. Since the cardinality of A is # A = q 3 −1−q 2 , we can choose s = t −1 distinct elements α i ∈ A. Consider
The divisor of z is Proof: The element in r Q with least valuation at Q, and valuation 0 at V is x q y q+1 . Let
According to Corollary 6, the basis of C R 1 −r can be given by f 1 = 1, f 2 = x, f 3 = x y, . . . , f k , where k denotes the dimension of C R 1 −r . Applying Proposition 1, we see that f i (P) = 0 and f i (V ) = 0 for 2 i k. Therefore the check matrix of C r is given by
Let c := (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, −1). Then H c T = 0. Hence, c ∈ C r , and d(C r ) w(c) = 2. Note that d(C r ) 2, then d(C r ) = 2.
Example 13: Let us consider the case q = 2, then n 1 = 30, g = 6, and R 1 = 20. By Propositions 11, 12 and Corollary 6, we obtain Table I for any r except for 11 and 13. The distance with r = 11 or 13 is not easy to calculate. By direct computation, d(C (1) 13 ) = 5. The function ϕ(x, y) :
achieves the Goppa bound with r = 11. Then, d(C (1)
IV. THE CODE C(X , D, r Q + s P + tV )
In this section we study the code The length of C r,s,t is n 2 := deg(D) = (q 3 − 1)q 2 .
Proposition 14 [1] : Suppose that G 1 and G 2 are divisors with G 1 ∼ G 2 and supp G 1 ∩supp D = supp G 2 ∩supp D = ∅, then C(X , D, G 1 ) and C(X , D, G 2 ) are equivalent.
Let C r,s := C r,s,0 be the code C r,s,t with t = 0. We observe that the code C r,s,t is equivalent to C r ,s for some r , s ∈ Z.
Proposition 15:
1) The code C r,s,t is equivalent to C r+t (q+1),s−t (q 2 +1) .
2) The code C r,s is equivalent to C r−(q 2 +q+1),s+(q 2 +q+1)q . Therefore, C r,s,t can be written as C r ,s up to equivalence, where 0 r < (q 2 + q + 1).
Proof: 1) Applying Proposition 1, we obtain div(x y) = V + (q 2 + 1)P − (q + 1)Q, which means that the divisor V is equivalent to (q + 1)Q − (q 2 + 1)P. Hence,
Proposition 14 yields that the code C r,s,t is equivalent to C r+t (q+1),s−t (q 2 +1) . 2) By Proposition 1 again, we get div(x q y q+1 ) = −(q 2 + q + 1)Q + (q 2 + q + 1)q P.
Thus
Then, r Q+s P ∼ (r −(q 2 +q +1))Q + (s + (q 2 + q + 1)q)P.
Hence, the code C r,s is equivalent to C r−(q 2 +q+1),s+(q 2 +q+1)q by Proposition 14.
Proposition 16: Up to equivalence, the dual code of C r,s is
Hence, the code C q 2 +q/2,q 5 /2+q 4 /2−q 3 −q 2 −3q/2 is self-equivalent for even q; and the code C (q 2 −1)/2,(q 5 +q 4 −q 3 −q 2 −2q)/2 is self-equivalent for odd q.
Proof:
We follow the notations in the proof of Proposition 9,
Let η := x y(x q y q+1 ) q 2 −2 η be a Weil differential on X . Recall that
Thus, the divisor of η is given by
Proposition 15 yields
By Lemma 8, we obtain
As in Section 2, we set R 2 := n 2 +2g−2 = q 5 +q 4 −q 2 −3q. We will be interested in the case, when 0 rq + s R 2 . Set r,s := r,s,0 , where r,s,t is defined in Proposition 3. Next we investigate the dimension and the distance of the code C r,s .
Proposition 17: Suppose that 0 rq + s R 2 . Then the following holds:
1) The dimension of C r,s is given by
1) For 0 rq + s < n 2 , Proposition 3 and Equation (7) give dim C r,s = dim L(r Q + s P) = # r,s . By Proposition 16, the dual of the code C r,s is equivalent to C r ,s for some r , s ∈ Z. For n 2 rq + s R 2 , we obtain dim C r,s = n 2 − dim C r ,s = (q 5 − q 2 ) − # ⊥ r,s .
2) Assume that q 4 −3q = 2g −2 < rq +s < n 2 = q 5 −q 2 . Then, deg(r Q + s P) > 2g − 2, so the Riemann-Roch Theorem gives dim C r,s = deg(r Q + s P)
3) The inequality follows immediately from Goppa bound. Proposition 18: Suppose 0 qr + s < n 2 . 1) If s = (q 3 +q 2 +q)(qτ −r ), 0 (q 2 +q +1)τ −qr −r q 3 − 1, 0 qτ − r, then d = n 2 − rq − s. 2) If r = 0, s = q 2 , then d = n 2 − rq − s.
5)
If s = (q 3 + q 2 + q) ((q − 1)q − (qτ + r )), 0 (q 2 + q + 1)τ + qr + r q 3 − 1, then d = n 2 − rq − s. Proof: 1) Choose κ := (q 2 + q + 1)τ − qr − r distinct elements α 1 , . . . , α κ ∈ F * q 3 , and consider
The divisor of z is
2) Fix an element β ∈ F * q 3 . We consider z := y −1 (y − β).
Recall that the divisor of y − β is
3) Let κ := (q 2 + q + 1)τ − qr − r with 0 κ q 3 − 1 − λq 2 . Choose λ distinct elements β 1 , . . . , β λ in F * q 3 , and κ distinct elements α 1 , . . . , α κ in the set A :
Then the divisor of z is
4)
Suppose that F * q 3 = {α 1 , . . . , α q 3 −1 }, and β 1 , . . . , β λ are distinct elements in F * q 3 . Consider
where λq 2 q 3 − 1. Then its divisor is , and α 1 , . . . , α are distinct elements in F * q 3 . Consider z := y q 3 −1
Its divisor is
The codes C r,s with r, s ∈ Z are not necessary distinct for different indices r and s. For convenience, we restrict the indices to a specific set such that the related codes are different. For a fixed r , the Weierstrass set is defined as Now the code C 5,s can be described explicitly. For instance, the code C 5,3 is constructed by the basis x 2 y, x y, x 2 , x, 1, x 3 y −1 , x 2 y −1 , x y −1 . Since the constant field F 8 is small, the minimal distances of our codes can be computed by writing simple MAGMA programs. We then obtain Table II for s ∈ H * 5 . Comparing Table II Example 20: Fix r = 0, we consider the one-point code C 0,s over F 8 which is dual to C 3,32−s up to equivalence. Counting the lattice points in both sets 0,s and 3,s , we find the Weierstrass sets The true minimum distances and the bases of the codes C 0,s are listed in Table III . We find a [28, 12, 12]-code over F 8 whose parameters coincide with the best known parameters in the reference [24] .
Example 21: Let us consider the code C 4,s over F 27 , with g = 37, n 2 = 234. It follows from Proposition 16 that the code C 4,s is dual to C 4,282−s up to equivalence. We determined the lattice point sets 0,s and 4,s by computer. We then obtain the Weierstrass sets H 0 = {0, 9, 18, 19, 26, 27, 28, 29, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 44 
